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Several methods have been devised to measure the weak phase  using decays of the type
B�

! DK�, where it is assumed that there is no mixing in the D0
� D0 system. However,

when using these methods to uncover new physics, one must entertain the real possibility that the
measurements are a�ected by new physics e�ects in the D0

�D0 system. We show that even values
of xD and/or yD around 10�2 can have a signi�cant impact in the measurement of sin2 . We discuss
the errors incurred in neglecting this e�ect, how the e�ect can be checked, and how to include it in
the analysis.

11.30.Er, 13.25.Ft, 13.25.Hw, 14.40.-n.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the next few years, the SM description of the charged current interactions through the Cabibbo{Kobayashi{
Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1], and, in particular, the nature of CP violation, will be subject to tests of unprecedented
precision. The �nal objective is to over-constrain the CKM matrix and, thus, probe any e�ects due to new physics.
Two important tests will be the determination of sin(2�) from the CP violating asymmetry in Bd ! J= KS , where

� = arg (�VcdV �

cb=VtdV
�

tb), and the search for B0
s �B0

s mixing.
Interesting constraints will also arise from the decay chains B� ! DK� ! fDK

�. The idea here is based on the
fact that

A(B+ ! D0K+)

A(B+ ! D0K+)
� V �

ubVcs

V �

cbVus

a2

a1
: (1)

If the �nal state fD is common to D0 and D0, then these two amplitudes interfere and one probes essentially the
weak phase  = arg (�VudV �

ub=VcdV
�

cb). The phenomenological factor ja2=a1j � 0:26 [2] accounts for the fact that the

B+ ! D0K+ decay is color suppressed, while the B+ ! D0K+ decay is not.
Inspired by a triangular construction due to Gronau and London [3], Gronau and Wyler (GW) proposed a method

to extract sin2  which uses the decay chains B� ! DK� ! fcpK
�, where fcp is a CP eigenstate [4]. Atwood,

Dunietz, and Soni (ADS) have modi�ed this method, using only �nal states fD which are not CP eigenstates [5].
Recently, So�er has stressed the experimental advantages of combining the two strategies into a single analysis, while
pointing out the complications due to the discrete ambiguities inherent in these methods and other measurements of
direct CP violation [6].
The nice feature of these decays is that they involve only tree level diagrams and, thus, are not subject to penguin

pollution. However, one must consider what e�ects the mixing in the D0 � D0 system might have on the B� !
DK� ! fDK

� decay chains [7], especially if these measurements are used to uncover new physics. Otherwise, new

physics e�ects in the D0�D0 system could be misidenti�ed as new physics in the Bd system. In fact, Meca and Silva
[7] have used xD � 10�2 to argue that these e�ects could be of order 10% in B� ! fDK

� decays, and they may be
as large as 100% in B� ! fD�

� or B� ! fD�
� decays [8].

The main objective of our article is to study in detail the e�ect of D0 � D0 mixing on the measurement of  in
B� ! DX� decays. If D0 �D0 mixing is observed, it must be incorporated into the B� ! DX� analysis. If only
upper limits on mixing are known, their e�ect should be included as a systematic error. We also mention briey how
the e�ect of D0 �D0 mixing may, under certain conditions, be detected in the measurement of .
In section II we establish our notation. In section III we present the complete expressions for the B� ! DX� !

fDX
� decay rates in the presence of D0 �D0 mixing. In section IV, we start by studying the inuence of D0 �D0

�Permanent address: Instituto Superior de Engenharia de Lisboa, Rua Conselheiro Em��dio Navarro, 1900 Lisboa, Portugal.
yPermanent address: Department of Physics, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO 80523, USA.
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mixing on the GW and ADS methods separately, concentrating on some regions of parameter space. We show that
these e�ects depend on the speci�c value of  and that they might a�ect the extraction of sin2  by as much as
75%, even for values of xD and/or yD around 10�2. Then, we combine the GW and ADS methods into a realistic
experimental analysis, performing a scan over parameter space to discuss the impact that the mixing e�ects have
on such experiments. We also show how to include the mixing e�ects in the analysis. We draw our conclusions in
section V. For completeness, the formulae relevant for the study of the D0 �D0 system are included in appendix A.
Appendix B contains a comparison between CP-even and CP-odd corrections to the extraction of sin2 . Appendix C
presents an analysis of the measurements of the strong phases in the D decays that enter in the extraction of , and
which may be performed at the tau-charm factories.

II. ASSUMPTIONS AND NOTATION

A. Parametrizations of the decay amplitudes

One might be surprised by the fact that Eq. (1), is not invariant under the rephasing of the u and c quarks. In
fact, the ratio measured experimentally in the GW and ADS methods is rather

A(B+ ! D0K+)A(D0 ! fD)

A(B+ ! D0K+)A(D0 ! fD)
: (2)

This ratio depends on the weak phase in Eq. (1), on the relative weak phase between the decay amplitudesA(D0 ! fD)

and A(D0 ! fD), and it has the correct rephasing-invariant properties. The weak phase in Eq. (2) is essentially
given by . Indeed, tree level, W -mediated D decays only probe the weak phase in the �rst two families, �0 =
arg (�VusV �

ud=VcsV
�

cd), and this is also the weak phase that appears with  in Eq. (1). In the SM, �0 lies around 0:003
radians [9] and its presence is completely irrelevant. New physics could, in principle, a�ect this result by altering �0

or by allowing for new diagrams to drive the D decays. However, both �0 [10] and any additional contributions to D
decays [11] are likely to remain small in most models of new physics. We will neglect them henceforth.
For simplicity, we will use the parametrizations

A(B+ ! D0K+) = B; A(B+ ! D0K+) = ~�B eiei�B ;

A(B� ! D0K�) = B; A(B� ! D0K�) = ~�B e�iei�B ; (3)

for the initial B� decays;

A(D0 ! K+��) = A(D0 ! K��+) = A;

A(D0 ! K+��) = A(D0 ! K��+) = ��A ei�D ; (4)

for the D decays into non-CP eigenstates; and

A(D0 ! fcp) = Acp; A(D0 ! fcp) = �fAcp; (5)

for D decays into a CP eigenstate fcp with CP eigenvalue �f . In these parametrizations, we have removed all
irrelevant overall CP-even phases. However, the di�erences between CP-even phases in competing paths, �B and
�D, are physically meaningful. � and ~� are discussed in the next section.

B. Estimates of the parameters

In the SM, the value of  is already constrained by an overall analysis of the unitarity triangle. In recent reviews
Ali and London �nd [12]

36� �  � 97� =) 0:35 � sin2  � 1:00 ; (6)

while Buras [13] quotes 44� �  � 97�. The variations found in the literature are mostly due to di�erent estimates
for the theoretical errors and to the di�erent methods used to combine the theoretical and experimental errors. For
de�niteness, we will use Eq. (6) as a reasonable estimate for the allowed region in the SM. However, we stress that 

is allowed to take any value in our analysis. We are concerned not only with the e�ects that D0 �D0 mixing may
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have on SM values of , but also with the possibility that such mixing e�ects may `hide' new-physics by bringing
values of  outside the SM allowed region into this region.
Using jVub=Vcbj � 0:08 [14], Eq. (1), and assuming factorization, we get

~� � jV �

ubVcs=V
�

cbVusj ja2=a1j � 0:09 : (7)

Notice that the parametrization in Eq. (3) is valid for any B+ ! DX+ decay, with X+ = K+; �+; �+, and higher
resonances, but the exact values of B, ~� and �B will vary from one channel to the next. For example, for the
B+ ! D�+ and B+ ! D�+ decays we expect

~�� � jV �

ubVcd=V
�

cbVudj ja2=a1j � 0:09� (0:22)2 � 0:004: (8)

In addition, B[B+ ! D0�+] = (1:34 � 0:18) � 10�2, B[B+ ! D0�+] = (5:3 � 0:5) � 10�3 [15], and B[B+ !
D0K+]=B[B+ ! D0�+] = 0:055 � 0:015 [16]. While the factor B2 is roughly 18 (46) times larger in B+ ! D�+

(B+ ! D�+) decays than it is in B+ ! DK+ decays, the decay chains of interest to us will scale instead with the
B2~�2 factors in the CKM-suppressed decays

B[B+ ! D0K+] � ~�2 B[B+ ! D0K+] � 2:4� 10�6;

B[B+ ! D0�+] � ~�2� B[B+ ! D0�+] � 1:0� 10�7;

B[B+ ! D0�+] � ~�2� B[B+ ! D0�+] � 2:5� 10�7: (9)

As a result, the B+ ! DK+ decays are the best to extract sin2 .
Similarly, for the decays used in the ADS method, � is the magnitude of the ratio of the amplitudes of the doubly

Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) decay D0 ! K��+ to the Cabibbo allowed (CA) decay D0 ! K��+. This may be
estimated from [17]

� �

s
B[D0 ! K��+]

B[D0 ! K��+]
�
p
0:0031 � 0:06 : (10)

The parametrization in Eq. (4) is valid for any D ! fD decay, but the exact values of A, � and �D will vary from one
channel to the next. In particular, Eq. (4) reduces to Eq. (5) when �D = 0 and �� = �f = �1 is the CP eigenvalue
of fcp. For the CP-even eigenstates, such as K+K� and �+��, � = �1. For the CP-odd eigenstates, such as KS�

0

and KS�, � = +1.
The mixing in the D0 � D0 system may be parametrized by the mass di�erence divided by the average width

(xD � �m=�), by the width di�erence divided by twice the average width (yD � ��=(2�)), and by a CP-violating
phase (�D) de�ned by qD=pD = e2i�D . Assuming �D = 0,

x2D + y2D �
�
6:7� 10�2

�2
; (11)

at the 95% C. L. [18]. This bound is likely to remain stable even when one allows for �D 6= 0 [19].
Predictions for xD and yD within the SM vary considerably among the di�erent authors [20], but it is probably safe

to estimate an upper bound around a few times 10�3. This uncertainty is due to the role played by SU(3) breaking
e�ects in the long-distance part of the calculation. For example, Bucella, Lusignoli and Pugliese [21] have estimated
the SM value for yD to lie around 1:5� 10�3. However, this result might be subject to sizeable errors, since it comes
about through a large cancellation between two individual contributions, each of order 3� 10�2. On the other hand,
in the SM, the value of �D is related to �0 and is guaranteed to be extremely small.
When one goes beyond the SM, one �nds many models for which �D may be large and xD � 10�2, while yD

(which is closely related to the decay rates, where one would hardly expect any large new physics contributions)
is likely to retain its (rather uncertain) SM value [20]. Ultimately, these values will be determined experimentally
at B-factories, in �xed target experiments, and at tau-charm factories. We take the point of view that, until a
determination of xD and yD is available, their upper bounds must be included as a systematic uncertainty in the
experimental determination of  from the B� ! DK� decays.
The relevant point about the notation introduced here is that � and ~� are of order 10�1, while we will take

xD � yD � 10�2 as an illustrative example. (This is of the order of the sensitivity expected in the near future [22].)
Therefore, any e�ect proportional to xD=~�, yD=~�, xD=�, or yD=� is naturally of order 10% [7], and might be larger
depending on the exact value of the other parameters in the problem.
We should stress that the D0 � D0 mixing e�ects might be of order unity, or even dominate, in the B� ! D��

and B� ! D�� decays, because ~�� � 0:004 [8]. As a result, even SM values around xD � yD � 10�3, would lead to
a 10% e�ect in these channels [8].
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III. THE B�
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FIG. 1. The B�
! DK�

! fDK
� decay chain, speci�ed for the case of fD = K��+. For a CP eigenstate fD = fcp one

just needs to take � = �1.

The B+ ! DK+ ! fDK
+ decay chain is shown in Fig. 1. The solid lines refer to decays and the dashed lines to

the time evolution of the D0�D0 system. The functions g+(t) and g�(t) are discussed in appendix A and describe the
avor preserving and avor changing time evolutions, respectively. The corresponding decay amplitude is obtained
simply by adding the four possible decay paths

A
�
B+ ! DK+ ! fDK

+
�
= A(B+ ! D0K+) g+(t) A(D0 ! fD)

+ A(B+ ! D0K+) g+(t) A(D
0 ! fD)

+ A(B+ ! D0K+)
pD

qD
g�(t) A(D

0 ! fD)

+ A(B+ ! D0K+)
qD

pD
g�(t) A(D0 ! fD): (12)

The magnitude squared of this expression yields the time dependent decay rate.
Using the notation of section II, we �nd,

1

A2B2
�
�
B+ ! DK+ ! fDK

+
�
=

jg+(t)j2
�
~�2 + �2 � 2�~� cos( +�B ��D)

�
+ jg�(t)j2

�
1 + �2~�2 � 2�~� cos( + 4�D +�B +�D)

�
+ 2 Im

�
g�+(t)g�(t)

� �
~�(1� �2) sin( + 2�D +�B)� �(1� ~�2) sin(2�D +�D)

�
+ 2Re

�
g�+(t)g�(t)

� �
~�(1 + �2) cos( + 2�D +�B)� �(1 + ~�2) cos(2�D +�D)

�
: (13)

To obtain the expression for the CP-conjugated decay rate, B� ! DK� ! �fDK
�, we simply substitute  ! �

and �D !��D. As shown in appendix A, the time integrated decay rates may be obtained through the substitutions
jg�(t)j2 ! G� and g�+(t)g�(t)! G+�.
These expressions are completely general; no approximations were made (except for the use of jq=pj = 1). In

subsequent derivations we will often simplify the expressions, using the fact that xD, yD, and ~� are small when
compared with one. However the plots and estimates presented in this article were calculated using the complete
formulae. We will also expand in �, except for decays into CP-even (CP-odd) eigenstates, where � = �1 (� = +1),
�D = 0, and A! Acp.
Eq. (13) exhibits the usual three types of CP-violating terms.1 The �rst line on the RHS contains a term proportional

to sin  sin�B, which is due to direct CP violation in the B� ! DK� decays (and appears multiplied by cos�D

in the full decay chain). The last line contains a term proportional to sin (2�D) sin�D, which is due to direct CP
violation in the D ! fD decays. In both cases, CP violation requires a non-zero strong phase. The usual CP violation
in D0�D0 mixing has already been neglected in Eq. (13) due to the assumption that jqD=pDj = 1. The third line on
the RHS contains a term proportional to sin (2�D) cos�D. This term is due to the interference between the mixing in

the D0 �D0 system and its subsequent decay into the �nal state fD . This term is not zero even if the strong phase

1These terms are better highlighted by constructing the usual CP asymmetry. But they are also present in Eq. (13), along
with CP-conserving terms.
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�D vanishes, but it requires a nontrivial new phase in the mixing, �D. We could name this a �rst-mix-then-decay
type of interference CP violation.
In addition, Eq. (13) contains a fourth type of CP-violating term. This appears on the third line of Eq. (13) as the

term involving sin ( + 2�D) cos �B. This term persists even if �B = 0 (meaning that no strong phase is required),

or/and �D = 0 (meaning that no new phase is required in D0 �D0 mixing). In fact, in the limit �D = �D = 0, this
term is proportional to sin  and, therefore, it is large even within the SM. This fourth type of CP violation was �rst
pointed out by Meca and Silva [7], and it arises from the interference between the B ! D decays and the subsequent

D0 � D0 mixing. We might call this the �rst-decay-then-mix type of interference CP violation. Its e�ect is best
highlighted by considering a �nal state fD which tags the avor of the D0 meson (corresponding to � = 0 in Fig. 1).
In that case Fig. 1 has only two paths and there is still CP violation proportional to sin , meaning that it can be
large even within the SM. This example should help in clearing some frequent misconceptions found in the literature.
We see that

� one may in principle use a single charged B decay (and its CP conjugate) to probe a source of CP violation
which does not require strong phases, as long as a neutral D meson system is present in the intermediate state;

� one can have a large CP-violating phase involving the D0 �D0 system, even within the SM. It is true that, in
the SM, the CP-violating phases present in the D0 �D0 mixing and D decays are very small, because they are
proportional to �0. However, there is a large CP-violating phase in the �rst-decay-then-mix type of interference
CP violation involved in B ! D decays, even within the SM;

� the �rst-decay-then-mix type of interference CP violation can, in principle, be probed even when the D meson
is detected through its (avor-tagging) semileptonic decay.

In general these e�ects require values of xD and/or yD around 10�2, in order to have an impact on B� ! D0K�

decays. Nevertheless, as we shall see below, some values of the parameters are possible for which yD � 10�2 would
give a 75% e�ect, meaning that yD � 10�3 would still give a 7% e�ect.

IV. THE DETERMINATION OF  IN THE PRESENCE OF D0
�D0 MIXING

A. The no-mixing approximation

If there were no mixing in the D0 �D0 system, then we would have g+(t) = e��t=2 and g�(t) = 0, cf. appendix A.
This would leave only the uppermost and lowermost (unmixed) decay paths of Fig. 1; the mixed paths represented by
the diagonal dashed time-evolution lines would be absent. This is precisely what one assumes in both the GW and
ADS methods. In that case, the decay amplitude reduces to the �rst two line of Eq. (12) and the only relevant phase
is that in Eq. (2). As discussed above, the corresponding weak phase is essentially given by .
Obviously, under the no-mixing approximation, these decays are completely insensitive to any CP-violating phase

�D that might be present in D0 �D0 mixing.
In the GW method, one uses time-integrated decays rates into CP-eigenstates, given by

�
�
B+ ! fcpK

+
�
/ 1 + ~�2 + 2~� cos( +�B);

�
�
B� ! fcpK

�
�
/ 1 + ~�2 + 2~� cos( ��B): (14)

Gronau and Wyler [4] assume that Acp, B, and ~� are known from the decay rates of D ! fcp, B
+ ! D0K+, and

B+ ! D0K+, respectively. Therefore, Eqs. (14) determine

c+ = cos( +�B); and c� = cos( ��B); (15)

from which one may extract,

sin2  =
1

2

�
1� c+c� �

q
(1� c2+)(1� c2�)

�
; (16)

sin2� =
1

2

�
1� c+c� �

q
(1� c2+)(1� c2�)

�
: (17)

As discussed below, this determines  up to an eight-fold ambiguity [6].
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Unfortunately, the GW method is di�cult to implement for two main reasons. The �rst reason is due to the
hierarchy between the two interfering amplitudes presented in Eqs. (1) and (7). This is easily seen by noting that the
GW method hinges on extracting an interference of order ~� from an overall rate of order one, as shown in Eqs. (14).
Since Eqs. (14) can be visualized as two triangles in the complex amplitude plane, this problem is sometimes explained
by pointing out that the two triangles are squashed.
The second reason arises from the fact that it is very di�cult to measure B[B+ ! D0K+] (and, thus, ~�) ex-

perimentally. One could envision determining B[B+ ! D0K+] through the unmixed semileptonic decay chain,
B+ ! D0K+ ! (X�l+�l)DK

+. However, since full reconstruction is impossible in semileptonic decays, this process
is subject to daunting combinatoric backgrounds. Therefore, one is led to probe B[B+ ! D0K+] through the subse-
quent decay of the D0 into hadronic �nal states, such as K��+(n�)0. However, as pointed out by Atwood, Dunietz

and Soni [5], the two (unmixed) decay chains, B+ ! D0K+ ! (K��+)DK
+ and B+ ! D0K+ ! (K��+)DK

+

interfere at order one, since

A(B+ ! D0K+)A(D0 ! K��+)

A(B+ ! D0K+)A(D0 ! K��+)
� ~�

�
� 1:5 : (18)

This means that it is very di�cult to determine ~� and, thus, to implement the GW method.
Atwood, Dunietz and Soni [5], have turned this order one interference problem into an asset. In their method, one

uses two �nal states fD for which D0 ! fD is a DCS decay, while D0 ! fD is Cabibbo allowed. Examples include
fD = K��+, K��+�0, K��+���+, etc. Then, there are four decay rates,

�
�
B+ ! fDiK

+
�
/ ~�2 + �2i � 2~��i cos( +�B ��Di);

�
�
B� ! �fDiK

�
�
/ ~�2 + �2i � 2~��i cos( ��B +�Di); (19)

which may be solved for the four unknowns: ~�, , �B � �D1, and �B ��D2. For each �nal state, i = 1 or i = 2,
one can use the analogue of Eq. (16) to obtain sin2  and sin2(�B ��Di). These expressions, of course, depend on
the unknown ~�, which is determined (up to discrete ambiguities) by requiring that the expressions for sin2  found for
i = 1 and for i = 2 match. Here, although the interference terms contribute at order ~��, the other terms are ~�2, and
�2. As a result, the interference is of order one, and the corresponding triangles in the complex amplitude plane are
no longer squashed.
So�er [6] has proposed to maximize the analyzing power of the analysis by combining the GW and ADS methods,

allowing each of them to contribute the information it is most sensitive to. In this scheme, one measures ~�, �D, �B ,
and  by minimizing the function

�2 =
X

m=ADS;GW

�
�thm � �expm

�
exp
m

�2
+ CP Conj: (20)

�2 compares the measured integrated decay rates �expm in both the GW and ADS methods, with their theoretical
expectations, �thm . �thm are functions of ~�, �B, , and �D, as given by Eqs. (14) (for m = GW) and (19) (for
m = ADS). The comparison is done with respect to the measurement uncertainties, �expm .
This analysis has several advantages over the individual GW and ADS methods, and, therefore, it is most likely to

be used in the actual experiment. First, combining the relatively high-statistics GW modes with the small ADS decay
rates improves the measurement sensitivity, due to the addition of independent data. Second, a single ADS mode is
enough to measure all four unknowns, leaving other modes to add redundancy and statistics. Third, this analysis is
useful in removing some discrete ambiguities, as discussed below.

B. Discrete ambiguities

We will now discuss the discrete ambiguities involved in the determination of . We start by recalling that Eq. (16)
determines  up to an eight-fold ambiguity [6]. A two-fold ambiguity arises from the fact that we know the signs of
the cosines of  +�B and  � �B, but not the signs of the corresponding sine functions. Physically, this amounts
to a confusion between  and �B. A further four-fold ambiguity arises from the fact that a determination of sin2 
only determines the angle  up to the four fold ambiguity , �� , �+ , and 2�� . Another way to interpret this
ambiguity is to notice that Eqs. (14) are invariant under the three independent transformations [6]

Ssign :  !�; �B !��B;

Sexchange :   ! �B;

S� :  !  + �; �B ! �B � �: (21)
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These discrete ambiguities are present in both the GW and ADS decay rates [6]. The Sexchange symmetry is  $ �B

for the GW decay rates, but  $ �B ��D for the ADS rates. Thus, by combining the two methods, the Sexchange
ambiguity can be resolved with a single ADS mode, for which �D is large enough. Large values of �D are expected
in the SM. By contrast, resolving the Sexchange ambiguity in the GW method, requires that �B vary signi�cantly
from one B decay mode to the other. This is unlikely, because the experimental limits on CP-conserving phases in
B ! D�, D��, D� and D�� [23] suggest that the �B are small.
The Ssign and S� ambiguities are likely to degrade the value of the measurement of  in a non-discrete manner.

This is due to the fact that, for  within the currently allowed region, Eq. (6), SsignS� tends to be close enough to
 to make the two values indistinguishable within the experimental errors. Overall, this results in a broad dip in the
�2 of Eq. (20) as a function of the measured value of , which is likely to substantially increase the measurement
uncertainty [6].
It is therefore instructive to notice that the term sin( + 2�D +�B) of Eq. (13) breaks the Ssign symmetry. As a

result, one could naively expect that, incorporating mixing into the analysis would resolve the Ssign ambiguity and
hence the SsignS� ambiguity, bringing about signi�cant improvement over the no-mixing case.
Unfortunately, the Ssign-breaking term is too small to have a signi�cant e�ect with foreseeable data sample sizes.

This term vanishes in the large GW modes, in which fD = fcp, and it accounts for about 10% of the rate in the ADS
modes when xD = 0:01. It is estimated [6] that with 600 fb�1 collected at a next-generation B factory, the number of
events in the ADS modes may be as large as 1302. The Ssign violating term thus accounts for some 13 events, and its

contribution to the �2 is only about (13=
p
130)2 = 1:3, even when background is neglected. Therefore, we conclude

that 60 times more data are needed to e�ectively resolve the Ssign ambiguity at the �2 = 10 level.

C. The GW decay rates in the presence of mixing

In the presence of D0�D0 mixing, the B+ ! DK+ ! fcpK
+ decay rates involved in the GW method are altered

according to Eq. (13). We �nd,

�
�
B+ ! fcpK

+
�
/ 1 + ~�2 + 2�f ~� cos( +�B)

��f xD sin(2�D) � yD [2~� cos ( + 2�D +�B) + �f cos (2�D)] ;

�
�
B� ! fcpK

�
�
/ 1 + ~�2 + 2�f ~� cos( ��B)

+�f xD sin(2�D) � yD [2~� cos ( + 2�D ��B) + �f cos (2�D)] ; (22)

to linear order in xD and yD. Recall that �f = �1 is the CP eigenvalue of the CP eigenstate fcp.
In these expressions we have e�ectively dropped the last line of Eq. (12), because the corresponding decay chain is

suppressed both by ~� and by D0 �D0 mixing. Moreover, since we are only keeping linear terms in xD and yD , the
second line of Eq. (13) does not contribute. These approximations were made in order to simplify the expressions.
We stress that we have used the full expressions in our analysis and in all the computer simulations.
The crucial step in the GW method is the identi�cation of the interference terms on the �rst lines of Eqs. (22):

cos( � �B). These are identi�ed with c� in Eqs. (15), which are then used in Eq. (16). In the GW method
this interference is of order ~� (although it is buried in an overall decay rate of order one), while the leading mixing
contributions are of order xD and yD. Taking xD � yD � 10�2, we expect the corrections to the determination of
sin2  to be of order xD=~� � yD=~� � 10�1.
It is clear that the importance of the mixing terms depends on the exact values of  and �B . Therefore, they could

be much larger than the previous naive estimate might lead us to believe. Similar considerations apply to the ADS
method. As long as only upper bounds on D0�D0 mixing are known, these e�ects constitute systematic uncertainties
that must be added to any other experimental uncertainties.
If there is D0 � D0 mixing, but this is ignored in the experimental analysis, then the c� extracted from the GW

method become

c+w = cos( +�B)�
xD

2~�
sin(2�D)�

yD

2~�
[2�f ~� cos ( + 2�D +�B) + cos (2�D)] ;

c�w = cos( ��B) +
xD

2~�
sin(2�D)�

yD

2~�
[2~��f cos ( + 2�D ��B) + cos (2�D)] ; (23)

2This is the case of maximal CP-asymmetry, in which the CP-conjugate decay rate vanishes.
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to linear order in xD and yD. The xD terms are only important if there is also a large new CP-violating phase �D
in the D0 � D0 mixing. In contrast, the second yD term is important even if �D is small. This is closely related
to the fact that the linear term in the time-dependent expression for the direct D ! fcp decays is proportional to
yD cos (2�D)� xD sin(2�D) [24]. When Eqs. (23) are substituted for the c+ and c� in Eq. (16), one obtains incorrect
values for sin2 w, where w stands for the `wrong' value of .
Notice that the CP-odd term proportional to xD does not involve �. However, as shown in appendix B, when

Eqs. (23) are substituted into Eq. (16), the CP-odd contributions induce an error in the determination of sin2  which
is always proportional to sin�B. As a result, the corrections due to yD tend to be more important than those due to
xD, in the small �B limit.
These properties are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, where we probe the e�ects due to xD 6= 0, yD 6= 0, and a

combination of both, respectively. We have taken �B = 16:9�, which was chosen to allow a comparison with the
results in Ref. [6], and we have used the de�nition

�S = sin2 w � sin2  (24)

for the di�erence between the `wrong' value and the `correct' value of sin2 .

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
sin

2γ

−0.12

−0.10

−0.08

−0.06

−0.04

−0.02

0.00

∆S

FIG. 2. Error induced by the mixing on the GW extraction of sin2 . Here we take ~� = 0:09, �B = 16:9�, �f = �1,
xD = 0:01, yD = 0, and �D = 30�.

In Fig. 2 we illustrate the e�ect of xD by taking �f = �1, xD = 0:01, yD = 0, and �D = 30�. For a true value

of sin2  � 0:35, we �nd a correction of order �0:07 (20%). Of the two possible signs in Eq. (16), the plus sign,
corresponding to the solution plotted in the �gure, gives the correct value of sin2 , in the limit of vanishing xD.
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FIG. 3. Error induced by the mixing on the GW extraction of sin2 . Here we take ~� = 0:09, �B = 16:9�, �f = +1, xD = 0,
yD = 0:01, and �D = 0�.

In Fig. 3 we illustrate the e�ect of yD by taking �f = +1, xD = 0, yD = 0:01, and �D = 0�. The two curves shown
correspond to the two possible signs in Eq. (16). The solid (dashed) curve corresponds to the plus (minus) sign. For
each value of , the line closest to the horizontal axis provides us with the correct value for the corrections due to
mixing (the other solution is included in the discrete ambiguities). The correct value for sin2  is best approximated
by taking the minus sign in Eq. (16) for sin2  � 0:19, while it is best approximated by taking the plus sign in Eq. (16)
for sin2  � 0:19. Therefore, the maximal value �S = �0:14 occurs precisely for sin2  = 0:19. This is a correction of
order 75%, with either sign. This example illustrates the possibility that a value of  outside the SM allowed range
might yield a value of w inside the SM allowed region, due to the D0 �D0 mixing e�ects.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
sin

2γ
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FIG. 4. Error induced by the mixing on the GW extraction of sin2 . Here we take ~� = 0:09, �B = 16:9�, �f = �1,
xD = 0:01, yD = 0:01, and �D = 30�.

In Fig. 4 we take �f = �1, xD = 0:01, yD = 0:01, and �D = 30�. The combination of the two e�ects brings the

maximum of �S up to higher values of sin2 , but the overall correction gets suppressed due to a partial cancellation
between the xD and yD terms. For example, for sin2  � 0:40, we �nd a correction of order 0:02 (5%). The exact
form of this �gure depends very sensitively on the precise value of �D. As we take �D from 0� to 90�, the �gures start
by looking like Fig 3, and end up looking like Fig 2, because the xD (yD) e�ect is proportional to sin 2�D (cos 2�D).
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For some values of �D � 90� the xD and yD e�ects come in with the same sign and there is no partial cancellation;
the �gures become similar to Fig 4, but with larger values of �S.
Figs. 2, 3, and 4, share some important features:

� The solution for sin2  is found by using either sign in the �rst of Eq. (16). In fact, this is the origin of the
  ! �B discrete ambiguity in the GW method.

� The e�ects of yD on the GW method tend to be larger that those due to xD, when �B is very small. As shown
in appendix B, this is the result of a sin�B suppression imposed by the inversion procedure. However, we
should point out that this holds only under the assumption that ~� has been miraculously measured somehow.
As shown by Meca and Silva [7], if one were to measure ~� by tagging the D meson in the �nal state through its
semileptonic decay, then the xD e�ect would come into the extraction of ~� without any sin�B suppression, and
would be as large as the yD e�ects. In any case, both e�ects are sizeable.

� The mixing e�ects may take values of  which are outside (inside) the SM allowed region and yield values of w
which are inside (outside) that region. In the �rst case, the mixing e�ects hide the new physics. In the second
case, they give a signal for new physics when, in reality, there is none.

� We see from Figs. 2, 3, and 4, that, in the presence of the mixing corrections, not all values of  survive the
square root used in the inversion procedure of Eq. (16). Indeed, for many values of xD, yD , and �D there is
a range of values of  for which 1 � c2

�
< 0 or 1 � c2+ < 0. The worst case occurs when both 1 � c2

�
< 0 and

1� c2+ < 0. In that case, the presence of the mixing will go undetected in the inversion procedure, unless one is
independently checking whether indeed 0 � c2� � 1.

� In all cases �S = sin2 w � sin2  ! 0 when  ! �=2 and �B is small. This e�ect is explained in appendix B.

D. The ADS decay rates in the presence of mixing

Using Eq. (13) we obtain the B+ ! DK+ ! fDK
+ decay rates relevant for the ADS method in the presence of

D0 �D0 mixing, as

�
�
B+ ! fDiK

+
�
/ ~�2 + �2i � 2�i~� cos( +�B ��Di)

�xD
�
~�(1� �2i ) sin( + 2�D +�B)� �i sin(2�D +�Di)

�
�yD [~� cos( + 2�D +�B)� �i cos(2�D +�Di)] ;

�
�
B� ! �fDiK

�
�
/ ~�2 + �2i � 2�i~� cos( ��B +�Di)

+xD
�
~�(1� �2i ) sin( + 2�D ��B)� �i sin(2�D ��Di)

�
�yD [~� cos( + 2�D ��B)� �i cos(2�D ��Di)] ; (25)

to linear order in xD and yD. We have used here the same approximations discussed in connection with Eqs. (22),
and we have also expanded in �i.

3

The crucial step in the ADS methods is the identi�cation of the interference terms cos( ��B ��D) on the �rst
lines of Eqs. (25). These terms are of order ~��, while the mixing e�ects are of order xD~�, xD�i, yD~�, and yD�i. As
a result, taking xD � yD � 10�2, a naive estimate predicts the mixing e�ects to perturb the extraction of sin2  at
order 10%, since this is the common estimate for xD=~�, xD=�i, yD=~�, and yD=�i.
If this e�ect is ignored in the analysis, then the c� become

c+w = cos( +�B ��Di) +
xD

2�i
(1� �2i ) sin( + 2�D +�B)�

xD

2~�
sin(2�D +�Di)

+
yD

2�i
cos( + 2�D +�B)�

yD

2~�
cos (2�D +�Di);

c�w = cos( ��B +�Di) �
xD

2�i
(1� �2i ) sin( + 2�D ��B) +

xD

2~�
sin(2�D ��Di)

+
yD

2�i
cos( + 2�D ��B)�

yD

2~�
cos (2�D ��Di): (26)

3Except for the coe�cient (1� �2i ), which was kept in order to allow a clear comparison between Eqs. (25), where (1� �2i ) � 1,
and Eqs. (22), where 1 � �2 = 0 and the corresponding terms are absent.
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There are two new features in Eqs. (25) and (26), which were not present in Eqs. (22) and (23). The �rst is the
presence of a term proportional to xD sin( + 2�D � �B). As a result, the xD contributions no longer require the
presence of a new CP-violating phase in the mixing �D . The second new feature is the presence of �Di. These phases
are expected to be large in the SM. For some speci�c values of the parameters, the magnitude, and even the sign,
of �Di will dramatically enhance the mixing e�ects. In particular, there are now e�ects of xD on sin2 w which are
not proportional to sin�B, but rather to sin (�B ��Di) or sin�Di, both of which may be large. This property is
discussed in detail in appendix B. The end result is that both xD and yD have a similar impact on the ADS method.
Strictly speaking, in the ADS method the mixing contributions perturb the extraction of sin2  both directly, as

discussed above, and indirectly, through their e�ects in the determination of ~�. In order to obtain a simple estimate
and to allow comparison with the GW method, we will also assume in this section that ~� � 0:09 is given (in which
case the ADS method would require only one �nal state). Following Ref. [6], we use �B = 16:9�, �D = �32:3�,
and � � 0:06. The e�ects on �S tend to mimic those shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4, except that now the xD e�ects are
present even when �D = 0, and that all e�ects are typically much larger. For example, setting xD = 0:01, yD = 0:01,
and �D = 30�, would yield �S � 0:1 for the all range 0:3 < sin2  < 0:8. Here, there is no cancellation between the
xD and yD terms.
More interestingly, one can �nd values of the parameters which exhibit dramatic new features. The solid (dashed)

curves in Figs. 5 and 6 correspond to the plus (minus) sign in Eq. (16). For each value of , the line closest to the
horizontal axis provides us with the correct value for the corrections due to mixing (the other solution is included in
the discrete ambiguities). In Fig. 5, we have taken xD = 0:01, yD = 0, �D = 30�, and �D = �32:3�. We see that the
largest correction has moved into higher values of sin2 . Introducing a nonzero yD would move this maximum even
closer to sin2  = 1.
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FIG. 5. Error induced by the mixing on the ADS extraction of sin2 . Here we take ~� = 0:09, �B = 16:9�, � = 0:06,
�D = �32:3�, xD = 0:01, yD = 0, and �D = 30�.
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FIG. 6. Error induced by the mixing on the ADS extraction of sin2 . Here we take ~� = 0:09, �B = 16:9�, � = 0:06,
�D = �32:3�, xD = 0, yD = 0:01, and �D = 30�.

In Fig. 6, we have taken xD = 0, yD = 0:01, �D = 30�, and �D = �32:3�. Now the corrections are large and
positive for sin2  < 0:57, they are negative for 0:57 < sin2  < 0:68, and they are positive again for sin2  > 0:68.
This peculiar e�ect is due to the fact that �S is minimized in di�erent regions of sin2  by each of the two possible
signs for sin2 w in Eq.(16). The maximum deviation is �0:1 and occurs for sin2  = 0:68. This maximum occurs for
higher values of sin2  and, therefore, it is proportionally smaller (15%). We can increase this maximum by changing
xD to 0:01. In that case, the �rst �S > 0 portion of Fig. 6 is very suppressed, and it turns negative at sin2  � 0:22.
The maximum deviation would occur at sin2  � 0:63, but would be enhanced to �0:15 (a 24% e�ect).
We have not shown ADS �gures with large e�ects (in percentage) because they do not show new features. Neverthe-

less, such possibilities do exist. For example, if we take �D = +32:3�, xD = 0:01, yD = 0:01, and �D = 60�, we obtain
a �gure which is very similar to Fig. 3, except that large deviations around 0:1 extend over a much larger domain,
going approximately from sin2  � 0:1 up to sin2  � 0:6. In this case, the largest deviation occurs at sin2  = 0:18
and is �0:13 (a 70% e�ect).

E. Combining the ADS and GW methods

To most closely simulate the actual experiment, we will now combine the ADS and GW methods, using Eq. (20).
We have seen above that the GW and ADS methods are a�ected di�erently by non-trivial mixing. One may therefore
expect that when the two methods are combined, the total e�ect will be smaller than in the worst-case scenario for
either method.
To calculate w �  in this scheme, we vary �D, �B, , �D , xD and yD over their allowed ranges. For each set of

input values, we calculate �expm of Eq. (20) using the correct expression, Eq. (13), but conduct the `wrong' analysis by
using Eqs. (14) and (19) to calculate �thGW and �thADS, respectively. Having thus neglected mixing in our analysis, we
proceed to minimize Eq. (20) to obtain a measurement of w.

4

The resulting distributions of � = w �  are shown in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7b we restrict �B to the more likely range
j sin(�B)j < 0:5. Since the actual values of the phases are not known, it is not meaningful to analyze the distributions

of Fig. 7 in detail. These distributions clearly indicate, however, that neglecting to account for D0 �D0 mixing may
signi�cantly bias the measurement of .

4As in [6], the input value of ~� is taken from Eq. (7), but its `experimental' output value is then found (together with the
other observables) when we minimize Eq. (20).
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FIG. 7. Distributions of � = w � , the error in the measurement of  due to failure to incorporate mixing into the
analysis. Parameters are varied in the ranges �180� < �D < 180�, 36� <  < 97�, �D = 0�; 30�; or 45� xD = 0 or 0:01, and
yD = 0 or 0:01. �B is varied within �180� < �D < 180� (a) or j sin(�B)j < 0:5 (b).

As we have seen before, the measurement of  depends on the the precise values of the parameters in the D
system. Given the current bounds on xD and yD, we expect the measurements of � and �D to be rather insensitive to
D0 �D0 mixing. The measured value of �, c.f. Eq. (10), is already used in the ADS method. Once �D is measured,
c.f. appendix C, it can also be used as a known input parameter in the �t for . We have stressed the fact that these
decays also depend on xD, yD , and �D. The more we know about these quantities, the better will be our bound on 
from the B� ! DK� decays.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The decay chains B� ! DK� ! fDK
� provide a good opportunity to determine the CKM phase . Naturally,

information about the D decays must be included in the analysis, either as parameters to be determined from the
overall �t or as �xed quantities known from other D system experiments. This is well appreciated for the DCS decay
parameter � and for the strong phase �D.
In this article, we stress the fact that this is also true for the parameters involved in D0 �D0 mixing. This point

cannot be (as it often is) overlooked, because the extraction of  hinges on measurements of small quantities. In the
GW method there is a small interference; in the ADS method the decay rates are small. As a result, mild values of
xD and/or yD can have an important e�ect in these methods.
We have shown that dramatic e�ects are indeed present when the GW and ADS methods are used individually. In

general, combining these methods reduces the errors involved, but one does still �nd deviations of order w� � 10�.
These e�ects may simulate the presence of new physics by taking values of  inside the SM allowed region into values
of w outside that region. They may also obscure the presence of new physics by taking new physics values of 
outside the SM allowed region and yielding w inside that region. The importance of this error in the determination
of  is made more acute by the discrete ambiguities associated with the GW and ADS methods.
As a result
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� the determination of  with the decays B ! DK must be made in connection with the search for mixing in the
D0 �D0 mixing;

� any uncertainties due to lack of knowledge of xD, yD, and � must be correctly included as systematic uncertainties
to the extraction of sin2 .

� once xD, yD, and � are determined experimentally, they can be included in the analysis as known parameters.
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APPENDIX A: TIME DEPENDENT EVOLUTION OF THE D0
�D0 SYSTEM.

Assuming CPT invariance, the mass eigenstates of the D0 �D0 system are related to the avor eigenstates by

jDH i = pDjD0i+ qDjD0i ;
jDLi = pDjD0i � qDjD0i ; (A1)

with jpDj2 + jqDj2 = 1 and

qD

pD
=

�m� i
2
��

2R12

=

r
R21

R12

; (A2)

where �m = mH �mL (H-heavy, L-light) is positive by de�nition, �� = �H ��L, and R12 is the o�-diagonal matrix

element in the e�ective time evolution in the D0 �D0 space.
Consider a D0 (D0) meson which is created at time t = 0 and denote by D0(t) (D0(t)) the state that it evolves

into after a time t, measured in the rest frame of the meson D. One �nds

jD0(t)i = g+(t)jD0i+ qD

pD
g�(t)jD0i;

jD0(t)i = pD

qD
g�(t)jD0i + g+(t)jD0i; (A3)

where

g�(t) �
1

2

�
e�i�H t � e�i�Lt

�
; (A4)

�H � mH � i�H=2, and �L � mL � i�L=2.
It is useful to trade the mass and width di�erences for the dimensionless parameters x � �m=� and y � ��=(2�),

where � = (�H + �L)=2 is the average width. We already know from studies of the direct D decays, D ! K+��,

that x2D + y2D �
�
6:7� 10�2

�2
, at the 95% C. L. [18]. Therefore, we may expand the time-dependent functions as

g+(t) � e�imt e��=2
�
1 + (xD � iyD)2�2=4 + � � �

�
;

g�(t) � e�imt e��=2 [(�ixD � yD)�=2 + � � �] ; (A5)

where � = �t is the (proper) time of the D evolution, in units of the D average width.
The time-dependent decay rates involve
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jg+(t)j2 =
e��t

2

�
cosh

��t

2
+ cos (�mt)

�
� e��

�
1 + (y2D � x2D)�2=4 + � � �

�
; (A6)

jg�(t)j2 =
e��t

2

�
cosh

��t

2
� cos (�mt)

�
� e��

�
(y2D + x2D)�

2=4 + � � �
�
; (A7)

g�+(t)g�(t) =
1

4

�
e��Ht � e��Lt � 2ie��t sin(�mt)

�
� e�� [(�yD � ixD)�=2 + � � �] : (A8)

(A9)

The time integrated decay rates involve

G+ �
Z +1

0

jg+(t)j2dt =
1

2�

�
1

1� y2 +
1

1 + x2

�
� 1

�

�
1 +

y2D � x2D
2

+ � � �
�
; (A10)

G� �
Z +1

0

jg�(t)j2dt =
1

2�

�
1

1� y2 �
1

1 + x2

�
� 1

�

�
y2D + x2D

2
+ � � �

�
; (A11)

G+� �
Z +1

0

g�+(t)g�(t)dt =
1

2�

�
�y

1� y2 +
�ix
1 + x2

�
� 1

�

�
�yD � ixD

2
+ � � �

�
: (A12)

APPENDIX B: CP-EVEN AND CP-ODD CORRECTIONS TO THE EXTRACTION OF sin2 

We have seen in Eqs. (23) and (26) that the presence of mixing may a�ect cos( ��) by

c+w = cos( +�) + �e + �o;

c�w = cos( ��) + �e � �o; (B1)

where �e and �o stand for CP-even and CP-odd corrections, respectively. The strong phase is given by � = �B in
the GW method, and by � = �B ��Di in the ADS method.
For example, the corrections to the GW method described in Eqs. (23), are

�e = �
yD

2~�
[2~��f cos ( + 2�D) cos (�B) + cos (2�D)] ;

�o = �
xD

2~�
sin(2�D) + yD�f sin ( + 2�D) sin (�B): (B2)

Notice that the CP-odd term proportional to xD does not involve �. In fact, that term is due to the interference CP
violation present in the decay D ! fcp, and it is completely independent of the production mechanism of the neutral
D meson. Nevertheless, as we will now show, when Eqs. (B1) are substituted into Eq. (16), the CP-odd contributions
to the di�erence between the wrong value of sin2 w (obtained using c�w) and the correct value of sin2  (obtained
using cos( ��)), are always proportional to sin�.
We start by noting that c�w have a standard CP-even (CP-odd) component given by cos  cos� (� sin  sin�), in

addition to the mixing component �e (�o). We will denote their sum by

ce = cos  cos � + �e;

co = � sin  sin� + �o; (B3)

and write

c+w = ce + co; c�w = ce � co: (B4)

Then

sin2 w =
1

2

�
1� c+wc�w �

q
(1� c2+w)(1� c2�w)

�

=
1

2

h
1� c2e + c2o �

p
(1� c2e + c2o)

2 � 4c2o

i
; (B5)
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and the results depend only on c2e and c
2
o.
5

Consequently, the mixing contributions to c2e and c
2
o are either quadratic (and, thus, much suppressed, although they

could dominate for small values of cos( � �)), or linear, but appearing only in the combinations �e cos  cos � and
�o sin  sin�. Now, in the GW method xD only shows up in �o, c. f. Eqs. (B2). Therefore, the mixing contribution
to the GW extraction of sin2 w proportional to xD sin(2�D) is also proportional to sin�B and, thus, it vanishes in
the �B ! 0 limit.
We can also use this discussion to explain why sin2 w is very similar to sin2  for  � �=2, provided that � is

small. Indeed, in that case c2e = �2e , c
2
o = sin2  sin2�� 2�o sin  sin� + �2o , and both contributions become small.

The situation is altered in the ADS method because there we have a new CP-even phase, �Di, which is expected
to be large. Using Eqs. (26) we �nd the leading CP-even and CP-odd contributions to c�w to be

�e = �
xD

2�i
(1� �2i ) cos ( + 2�D) sin�B +

xD

2~�
cos (2�D) sin�Di

+
yD

2�i
cos ( + 2�D) cos�B �

yD

2~�
cos (2�D) cos�Di;

�o =
xD

2�i
(1� �2i ) sin ( + 2�D) cos�B �

xD

2~�
sin (2�D) cos �Di

�yD
2�i

sin ( + 2�D) sin�B +
yD

2~�
cos (2�D) cos�Di; (B6)

respectively. These are added to the standard contributions cos  cos (�B ��Di) and � sin  sin (�B ��Di), respec-
tively. The presence of a potentially large �Di has two consequences. Firstly, the CP-odd quantity that exists even in
the absence of mixing, is proportional to sin (�B ��Di) and can be large. Therefore, the fact that the mixing CP-odd
contribution to sin2 w linear in �o always appears multiplied by sin (�B ��Di) ceases to constitute a suppression
factor. Secondly, there is now one xD contribution to �e which is proportional to sin�Di. This will interfere with the
standard CP-even contribution, cos  cos (�B ��Di), as is also unsuppressed in the �B ! 0 limit.6

APPENDIX C: MEASURING �D AT A TAU-CHARM FACTORY

3591297-001

A

A

ACA

ADCS

I

+
D

FIG. 8. Obtaining the phase �D of Equation (C1) from the Cabibbo allowed D0 decay amplitude, ACA, the doubly Cabibbo
suppressed amplitude, ADCS, and their interference, A� � ACA � ADCS.

We proceed to study the measurement of �D at a charm factory, operating at the  (3770) resonance. For simplicity,
we will discuss this measurement in the context of the SM. Given the current bounds on xD and yD , we expect this
measurement to be rather insensitive to D0 �D0 mixing. The relation

�D = arg
h
A(D0 ! fD)A(D0 ! fD)

�

i
(C1)

is graphically represented in Figure 8, demonstrating how to obtain �D from the the Cabibbo allowed D decay
amplitude, ACA, the doubly Cabibbo suppressed amplitude, ADCS , and their interference, A� � ACA � ADCS .

5Notice that this property is completely general and holds for any method in which one is ultimately measuring the square
of a CP-violating quantity. Indeed, the quantity sin2 w is CP-even (its signs remains the same under a CP transformation).
Therefore, CP-even (ce) and CP-odd (co) contributions to this quantity cannot interfere with one another and, moreover, co
can only contribute in the combination c2o.
6There is also a new CP-even contribution, xD(1� �2i ) cos ( + 2�D), but it is proportional to sin �B.
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While ACA and ADCS have been measured at CLEO [17] for the K��+ mode by using D�+ decays to tag the

D0 avor, measuring A� requires producing D0�D0 pairs in a known coherent state. It is therefore best to perform
all three measurements at the charm factory, canceling many systematic errors in the construction of the triangles of
Figure 8. To measure the amplitude A+ (A�), one of the  (3770) daughters is tagged as a D0

�
(D0

+) by observing
it decay into a CP-odd (CP-even) state, such as KS �0 (K+K�). The other daughter is then D0

+ (D0
�
), and the

fraction of the time that it is seen decaying into K��+ gives the interference amplitude 1
2
jA�j2. We immediately �nd

cos�D = �jA�j2 � jACAj2 � jADCSj2
2jACAjjADCS j

: (C2)

Due to the low statistics tagging scheme of the jA�j measurement and the fact that jADCS j � jACAj, the error in
cos�D is dominated by the jA�j measurement error. Hence

�cos�D �
�jA�j

jADCS j
�
�jA�j

jA�j

���� ACA

ADCS

����
=

1

2
p
NA�

���� ACA

ADCS

���� ; (C3)

where NA� is the number of events observed in the A� channels, and we made use of jACAj � jA�j. Since the event is
fully reconstructed, background is expected to be small, and its contribution to �cos�D is neglected in this discussion.
NA� is given by

NA� = N
DD
B(D0 ! K��+) �(K��+)

�
X
i

B(D0 ! ti) �(ti); (C4)

where N
DD

is the number of  (3770) ! D0D
0
events, ti are the CP-eigenstates used for tagging, and �(X) is the

reconstruction e�ciency of the state X. Taking [6]
P

i B(D0 ! ti) �(ti) � 0:02, �(K��+) � 0:8 and jACA=ADCS j =
1=
p
0:0031, and B(D0 ! K��+) � 0:04, Eq. (C3) becomes

�cos�D �
370p
N
DD

: (C5)

It is expected that in one year the charm factory will collect 10 fb�1, or N
DD

= 2:9 � 107 [25], resulting in
�cos�D � 0:065. Thus, cos �D can be measured to high precision, even in the presence of background and with
relatively modest luminosity. We note that the same measurement technique can be used with multi-bodyD0 decays,
in which cos �D varies over the available phase space. While the relative statistical error in every small region of
phase space will be large, its e�ect on the measurement of  in B ! DK will be proportionally small. The total error
in  due to � cos�D will be as small as in the two body K��+ mode, up to di�erences in D0 branching fractions,
reconstruction e�ciencies, and backgrounds.
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